
Комплект заданий для учащихся  7-8 классов

PART 1
   

LISTENING

Time: 15 minutes
Task 1 

You will hear a conversation between a girl, Anna, and a boy, James, about a party.

Decide if each sentence 1 –  10  is correct or incorrect. If it is correct, write T

(TRUE). If it is not correct, write F (FALSE).

1.  James is looking forward to his brother`s engagement.

2.  James explains why he likes dancing.

3.  James thinks his brother`s girlfriend is boring. 

4.  Anna and James agree that arranging parties is difficult.

5.  Anna enjoys her family parties.

6.  James does not get on well with his cousins. 

7.  The guests should bring food and snacks with them.

8.  Anna reminds James to buy them a gift. 

9.  Anna is used to playing computer games.

10. Both Anna and James have never bought things on the Internet before.   

TASK 2

You will hear someone giving advice on how to travel wisely. For questions 11 -20

complete the notes about things to remember when travelling.

First, make sure your passport (11) ___________________;

 getting a new one can take up to six weeks. 



Find out if you need (12) _____________ to travel to the country you`re planning

to visit. 

You have to go to the (13) ____________ of the country you want to visit to get

one. 

Buy some (14) __________________ of the country you are going to. 

At a bank you`ll get a much better  (15) ________ than you would at an airport.

It`s safer to take (16) __________ cheques. 

Keep all (17) ________ in your hand luggage. If you`re taking any (18) _______

carry the doctor`s prescriptions with you. 

When flying (19) _________- make sure you wear (20) ________________.

Transfer your answers to the answer sheet!



PART 2

READING

Time: 20 minutes

TASK 1

Read the text below and match each paragraph A - E with the topic it covers 1 - 5: 

1. Types of engineers                                                  paragraph _______

2. Origin and definition of engineer                          paragraph _______

3. Women in engineering                                          paragraph _______

4. Engineering and science                                       paragraph _______

     5.   Engineers` contribution to society                       paragraph _______
                             

A Man`s World?

A       When you hear the word engineer, do you think of someone who is a) male?,

b) boring?  or c) dirty? Or all three? Well, time to think again. Engineers are the

people who make our everyday lives easier.  How many of the world`s greatest

engineering achievements will  you use today? A car,  a  computer,  a  telephone?

Engineers find solutions to the problems that are important to society. They control

and prevent pollution, develop new medicines, create advanced technologies and

help explore new words. They make the world a cleaner, safer, healthier place by

inventing, building and improving all sorts of things from microchips to household

appliances, from skyscrapers to spacecraft.

 B      Interestingly, the word engineer does not come from the word engine.  In

fact,  it  comes from the Latin word  ingeniosus meaning  skilled. An engineer  is

really a clever, practical problem solver. Although the fields of engineering and

science are connected, there are also differences.



C     While a scientist will ask why a problem occurs or happens, an engineer will

want to know how to solve the problem. As one writer once said: scientists build in

order to learn, whereas engineers learn in order to build.

D      There are all sorts of opportunities in a variety of engineering fields such as

aerospace,  biomedical,  civil,  mechanical  and  computer  engineering.  Engineers

work alone or  in teams,  and in all  sorts of locations such as offices,  factories,

research labs, outdoors, and even outer space!

E     Engineering has often been seen as a male profession. For example, only 9

percent of US engineers are women, while in the UK it is just over 8 percent.

However, there is no reason for this: engineers are simply talented people. In fact,

research shows that women make the best problem solvers. So now is the time for

women to engineer the future. Break the stereotype! Build a career!

TASK 2

Read the text below. For questions 6 – 13 decide if these statements are true (T),

false (F) or the information is not stated (NS). Circle the correct answer on your

answer sheet.

Explore the Great Bear Rainforest

   The Great Bear Rainforest is on an island on British Columbia`s central coast, in

Canada. The rainforest is the largest remaining piece of unbroken rainforest in the

world and is full of interesting plants, birds and animals, including the Spirit Bear.

It is thought that there are no more than 400 of these bears in the whole of the

Great Bear rainforest – and they don`t exist anywhere else in the world.

The Island is a fantastic place to go bear and whale watching. It is also a great

place to go diving, snorkeling and fishing. Even better, tourism is encouraged by

local people and conservationists, as it shows that money can be made from the

island without changing it, and this helps to protect the rainforest.



One of the best times to visit the island is mid-September. This is when salmon

return in great numbers from the Pacific Ocean to the streams and rivers of British

Columbia`s west coast. It is also when the bears come out to hunt them!

Knight Inlet is a place well known for its population of grizzly bears. It is on the

southern edge of the Great Bear Rainforest. There can be up to 40 bears within a

few miles during autumn when the fish are swimming up the river. Guests who

stay at Knight Inlet start adventure with a boat ride. They then board a small bus

and travel through the northern rainforest to the river. They can go to five different

viewing platforms, in three different areas, which are specially built to provide a

safe and comfortable place to watch the bears from. It is not uncommon to see 10-

15 bears on the river at a time.

Autumn isn`t the only season that grizzly bears go to the area. Starting in April,

when they`ve woken from their winter sleep, both black and grizzly bears arrive to

feed on new spring growth. Even in mid-summer, when many of the bears have

moved into the forests for their food, you can see several bears each day.

Knight Inlet offers wildlife viewing holidays ranging from one to seven nights for

our spring, summer and autumn bear viewing. All their holidays begin at Campbell

River and include one night in one of the two hotels there. This is essential because

the plane journey to Knight Inlet starts very early in the morning.

6. The Great Bear Rainforest is divided into several parts.                   T/F/NS 

7. Spirit Bears can only be found in the Great Bear Rainforest.            T/F/NS 

8. You can find various kinds of landscapes on the island.                    T/F/NS 

9. People who live in the area welcome tourists.                                   T/F/NS

10.The bears appear when the fish are returning to 

the Pacific  Ocean.                                                                                  T/F/NS      

11. Knight Inlet is in the middle of the rainforest.                                 T/F/NS

12. Guests at Knight Inlet travel straight to the river by boat.               T/F/NS

13. There is a choice of places to see the bears from.                            T/F/NS

Transfer your answers to the answer sheet!



PART 3

USE OF ENGLISH

Time: 15 minutes

Read the text below and choose the correct word for each space. For each question

1 -10, mark the correct letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet.

                                  Fathers and Sons

Harry  Redknapp  and  Frank  Lampard  played  football  together  for  West  Ham

football club (0) __A___ the 1960s.  They (1) _____ best friends and married two

sisters  so  their  sons,  Frank   Lampard  junior  and  Jamie  Redknapp,  are  (2)

________.   The boys` fathers used to take them to the football field after school

and make them (3) _________.  All the hard work meant that both boys became

very good  (4) _______ playing football  and both have played for England like

their fathers.  Harry and Frank (5) _______ playing football for West Ham in the

1980s. However, they didn`t leave the club. Later, Harry became the manager of

the  West  Ham  and  Frank  senior  became  assistant  manager.  Frank  junior  (6)

_________ and played for West Ham (7) _______ Jamie went to the other side of

the country and played for Liverpool.  Jamie and Frank are friends just like their

fathers and  (8) _______ spending time together when they can. But they aren`t

married to  two sisters.  Jamie`s  wife  is  (9) ________ pop star  who hasn`t   got

(10)_____ sisters.

Example:        0     A  during                 B    on                 C    by                 D   for

1.    A    had                  B    did                  C    were                         D     went

2.    A    cousins            B    nephews         C    brothers-in-law        D    uncles

3.    A    trained             B    train                C    training                    D    trains

4.    A    at                      B    to                   C    with                          D    on

5.    A    continued         B    stopped          C    began                       D     missed

6.    A    attended           B    added             C    shared                      D     joined



7.    A    so                     B    but                 C    because                  D     also

8.    A    enjoy                B    want               C    decide                   D     agree

9.    A    the                    B    one                 C    a                            D     that

10.   A   some                B    no                   C    few                        D     any 

Transfer your answers to the answer sheet!



Participant’s ID number

PART 4

WRITING

Time: 20 minutes

There  were  two  surveys  conducted  in   2012  and  in   2013  about   the

popularity  of four new music sites on the web.  Analyze the table showing the

participants’ opinion and write a short report on the changes presented in it.

2012 2013

Music Choice 12% 10%

Pop Parade 22% 15%

Hits Unplugged 53%  54%

Modern Classics  13% 21%

Do not forget to:

-  make an introduction

-  analyze the changes in participants’ opinion

-  draw a conclusion

You should write about 90-100 words.
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
If additional space is required, please use the reverse sede of this Paper



Script

TASK 1

For questions 1-10 you will  hear a girl,  Anna, and a boy, James,   about a

party.  Decide  if  each  sentence  is  correct  or  incorrect.  You  will  hear  the

conversation twice.

James: My brother`s getting engaged next month.

Anna: Oh year? That sounds like fun. Are they having a big party?

James:  I suppose so. 

Anna: You don`t sound very excited about it.

James: I`m not.

Anna:  Don`t you like his girlfriend?

James:  Yeah I do actually. She is quite nice. She makes me laugh. It`s just that I`m

not keen on family parties. They`re always really boring. Everybody sits around

and hardly speaks to each other. Either that or somebody has a big argument with

somebody else and then doesn`t speak to them for years.

Anna: It`s not like that for us. I quite like seeing aunts and uncles I haven`t seen

for ages and I always have a really good time with my cousins.



James: There`s a big age difference between me and my cousins.   They`re all

about ten years older than me, so we`ve got nothing to talk about.

Anna:  Well, you might enjoy the party anyway. There`ll be lots of food, won`t

there?

James:  I expect so.

Anna:   What about a present? I hope you haven`t forgotten about that.

James:   Actually I had. I think my mum`s got some ideas. I need to talk to her.

Anna:   Well....... if you need any help choosing, I`ll come with you.

James:   Or I could look on the Internet. Have you ever bought anything that way?

Anna:    No, I`ve always been a bit nervous about it.

James:    So have I. I always think whatever I buy won`t arrive.

Anna:    Well, we could have a look together if you liked.

James:  Thanks. That would be great. You can come to the party as well if you
               want to.
Anna:      Thanks......but I`m not sure about that!

    Now you will have a minute to transfer your answers to the answer sheet.

 

TASK 2

You will hear someone giving advice on how to travel wisely. For questions 11-20
complete the notes about things to remember when travelling.

Presenter: And finally, on today`s holiday programme we have the highly talented
travel  writer  Jonathan  Ridges  to  give  us  a  few  tips  on  how to  travel  wisely.
Welcome to the studio, Jonathan.
Jonathan: Thanks, Bill.
Presenter: So, what words of advice do you have for our listeners?
Jonathan: Well, Bill…first of all, before you even book a holiday, make sure that
your passport is valid as getting a new one can take up to six weeks. Secondly, find
out if you need a visa to travel to the country you`re planning to visit.
Presenter: So, where would you go to get a visa?
Jonathan: You have to go to the embassy of the country you want to visit. Also,
it`s a good idea to go to the bank and buy some local currency of the country you
are going to.
Presenter: Isn`t it easier to exchange money at the airport?



Jonathan: Yes, but at a bank you`ll get a much better  exchange rate than you
would at the airport. Er..., but don`t take too much cash with you, it can easily be
lost  or  stolen.  It`s  safer  to  take  travellers’  cheques  because  they  can  only  be
exchanged for cash by the person whose name is on them. Furthermore, if they`re
stolen the bank will give you new ones.
Presenter: A lot of holidays get off to  a bad start when travellers encounter some
problems in the airport. What can they do about this?
Jonathan: Well,  the first  thing to  do is  to make sure that  you keep all  travel
documents in  your  hand-luggage  where  they  can be  easily  reached.  You`ll  be
amazed  how  many  people  actually  pack  their  tickets  and  passports  in  their
suitcases.  Also,  if  you`re taking any  medication carry the doctor`s prescription
with you, otherwise customs officers might think that you`re smuggling drugs.
Presenter: Any final suggestions?
Jonathan: Yes, one more thing. It might sound unimportant but when flying long
distances make sure that you wear  comfortable shoes.  I`ll never forget the first
time I flew to the States, I took my shoes off ... only to find that I couldn`t get them
back on when I arrived ... very embarrassing I must say.
Presenter: Jonathan, thanks for sharing your advice with our viewers today.
Now, on to the subject............
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